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Our Special Thanks go to:


Our Sponsors and Supporters for your ongoing commitment and sincere contributions to the
GENI Foundation. With your support we are able to fund our monthly mailouts, manage our
fundraising events and inform VIP’s of the latest sustainable and renewable energy
information.



The Trustees of the GENI Foundation. To Charles Kovess for his passion and energy, Dr. Graeme
Edwards and Ruanna Segal for their unending support.



To Peter Meisen and all the volunteers in San Diego, America for over 25 years of keeping the
GENI vision alive. Keep sending those informative monthly reports!



Alex Sprunt, Danny Tiomkin and Jerry Speiser for their commitment to the GENI Initiative and
doing whatever it takes to get the GENI Initiative to the next level.



Willem and Tracey for their logistical and creative expertise, for the impressive flyers and for
the upkeep of the website. To Julie Parker and Helen Sprunt for their valuable time and words
of encouragement.



To Judy Ann Stead and Viarnne Mischon for having both Charles Kovess and Willem Oudyk as
frequent speakers on their respective radio programs updating the public on GENI.

Accomplishments for 2015:


In the last two years we have been celebrating the UN World Environment Day 2015 with a
Comedy Gala at the Comics Lounge in North Melbourne. This is our one and only major
fundraiser for the year and this year we raised $950.



Every month we send out a newsletter called GENI-us. This has been upgraded to include a
weekly GENI-us Today! mailout. We also have a Twitter account, LinkedIn page and of course a
Facebook page. The aim is to keep everyone up-to-date with the latest renewable
energy news and attract more people to our Social Media pages.
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Charles Kovess and Willem Oudyk have attend various Energy Conferences in Melbourne this
year such as The Solar Storage Conference and the Annual Solar Energy Conference.



The GENI Team have a weekly conference call to discuss projects and latest activities. This is
what Bucky Fuller referred to as ‘Frequency of Interaction.’ By all of us connecting more
frequently we are processing the activities quicker.

Future Projects:


The Independent Renewable Energy Centres (IREC) project is our latest venture. The idea is to
invite corporates and businesses to sponsor a stand alone renewable energy product (wind,
solar, etc…) in small towns and communities in our outback Australia as well as in India and
Africa. We have made connections with other organisations on the ground in these areas. The
Sponsorship pack for the IREC is available for those interested.

Sponsorship Renewal:
 I have also included the Mini Information Pack which includes the Annual Sponsorship Renewal
Form. This is what we send out to interested people and parties. I invite you to become a
regular financial member of the GENI Foundation, you can either pledge a small amount each
month, or subscribe to the $50 annual sponsorship.


For your Annual Sponsorship you not only get 10% off all GENI Products and Books that we
have in stock but also display your Business Logo with a link back to your webpage on the GENI
Foundation Website.



We use Bucky Fuller’s birthday 12 July as the renewal
date every year. We welcome your continued
support…thank you!

Ruanna Segal
Trustee of GENI Foundation
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Celebrating World Environment Day 2015
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